Results on inclusive ~b production in K-p interactions at l l0GeV/c are presented. The production cross section is found to be larger than in rcp and pp interactions at similar energies, suggesting OZI allowed s~ fusion to be the dominant mechanism in q~ production. The x distributions of 4) and /~,o are found to be similar to each other over the entire x range suggesting an overall strangeness suppression factor of 0.20_+0.04 in the sea to be the dominant source of the difference in the cross section for q5 and /~,0. There is no evidence of a
Introduction
In this paper we investigate the inclusive production of q5 mesons in K-p interactions at 110 GeV/c. The study of inclusive meson resonances in soft hadronic collisions can give information on the constituent structure of fragmenting particles and on the dynamics of the interaction. In particular inclusive studies with kaon beams are of special interest since they may provide some insight on the structure function of the kaon.
The q$ meson is the lightest member of a family 240 of vector mesons with pure hidden quantum numbers [q$(s~) ~+p interactions [1, 5, 11, 15] .
The plan of the paper is as follows: the experie mental details and the method of extracting q$ signal z are summarised in Sect. 2. Section 3 contains experi4o mental results on q$ production. In Sect. 4, we compare our results with the quark fusion model and the Lund model. In Sect. 5, the results from a search o of narrow resonances in the qSrc mode are given. Section 6 gives the summary and conclusions from the analysis.
Experimental Method
This analysis is based on a fully inclusive sample of 15K events corresponding to a sensitivity of 0.8 events/pb. The bias free sample was obtained from two exposures of the CERN bubble chamber BEBC to an r.f. separated, tagged K-beam of ll0GeV/c nominal momentum. Details of the beam tagging, scanning, measurement of charged particles and of the data processing have been given in earlier publications [15] [16] [17] .
The 4) meson has been detected in the K+K -effective mass distribution. The invariant mass distribution has been obtained by assigning the kaon mass to all the charged secondaries excepting those for which the kaon hypothesis is excluded by ionisation estimates. A q$ signal is seen in the K + Kmass spectrum for x(K + K-)> 0.2 (see dashed histogram in Fig. 1 a) where x is the Feynman x-variable. The ~b signal to background ratio improves significantly as one restricts the sample to higher x-values (Figs. 1 b, c) . However one expects a strong reflection of /(*~ into this mass spectrum. This affects mostly the K+K mass values higher than the q$ mass region. If one investigates the K-~+ effective mass distribution (corresponding to a given K-K § mass distribution by changing the mass of the positive track from kaon to pion) one finds a clear signal of/('~ (not shown here; see [17] ). 
Extraction oft b Signal
In order to account for the /(*~ reflection, the K-~+ mass distributions are first fitted using da dmtr ~ = BGe~ [ 1 + fie* BWr, (M~)] (1) where BW~, is the relativistic P-wave Breit-Wigner given by
Mtr~ Me, F(MK~)
BWg*(Mx~) =(M}~ -M~,) 2 + M~, C 2 (Mx.) 
M~ =effective mass of K-~+ system Me,, Fx, =mass and width of/(*~ qM =momentum of the decay product in the rest frame of invariant mass M
